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one thing that was a bit of a shock to me upon making the switch from cubase is the sheer amount of interaction that reacontrolmidi brings to bear on the whole midi workflow. for example, i can now change the velocity curve of a track's instrument when it's already playing, and that's great if you need to use that curve in the
track's reamp section. it's even easier to do this in the plugin's editor, and if it's possible to change the curve of a track's instrument while it's the only track playing, why not do it that way? it may not seem that obvious, but reaming up sounds and changing their settings on the go is perfectly natural to most other sequencers, so it
was rather unhandy in the past to be restricted to those actions. the most important feature that i feel that's improved is the way the automation in reaper actually works. if you're familiar with cubase or logic's layouts, and understand how the parameter curve actually works, the workflow in reaper is much simpler because it's only

one simple algorithm, in a way that's good and intuitive. the midi slider parameter isn't actually a slider at all, it's more of a point on the curve, and the point immediately snaps back towards the centre of the parameter's range as the mouse cursor moves off it. this is fine in itself, but it gets really handy when you notice, for
example, that the global slider has taken you into the range of the output note above the drum track: if you mouseover the slider and then back out, the note will rise back up the pitchbend curve. these and other adjustments bring reaper more in line with sequencer standards, and i have to confess that i was a bit anxious

beforehand that this would leave users demanding much too much explanation of how the automation system works. in practice, though, it's a much more intuitive system: i'd certainly never even have thought of an approach like that before. all the things that would have felt strange to me with other daws' automation systems
feel like i'm just using reaper's gui the way it works, and that's got to be a good thing.
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